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SUMMARY
A low speed annular casce.de wind tunnel wae designed
and constructed and is presently inatalled in the MIT Gas Tur-
bine Laboratory. It is anticipated that this tunnel will be
used to secure data for correlation with three dimensional
theorj?^ of flow in an annular cascade, particularly applic«ble to
the design of caapressor inlet guide vanes.
An annular cascade of thirty-six airfoils having a
cubic variation of circulation with radius was designed for use
in the tunnel. Construction of this cascade is pending. Another
annular cascade of fifty-four airfoils is installed in the tunnel
awaiting test upon completion of instrumentation,
A three dimensional vortex tneoxy of flow in an annular
cascade, developed by Dr. V. R. Hswtborne, is presented. This
theory was employed in the design of the thirty-si>; airfoil cas-
cade.
-I'j'V ?*.{? TPf ~rf;^











The ever Increasing development and production of axial
flow compressor components of gas generators and gas turbine power
plantB hes clearly outlined the need for knowledge of airflow be-
havior in a cascade of airfoils. This problem h&e been the subject
of considerable etudy during the past decade.
Compressor inlet guide vanes, in particular, have fre-
quently been found to give considerably different turning anglee
under test front those for which the vanes had been designed by em-
ployment of two dimensional theory. A lack of adequate theoretical
develop<m.3nt , together with the increased difficulties involved in
experiment&.l determination of three dimensionf;.! flow cheracteristicc,
has limited many previous investiAatlons to a two dimensional flow
pattern (References (1), (2), (3)). Some work hai been done on three
dimensional rotating cescade blowers (References (2), (A)).
Additional investigations are currently in progress in the
low speed, two dimensional cascade tunnel of the Gas Turbine Labora-
tory, MIT. It was felt that additional valuable information could
be obtained from a companion three dimensional annular cascade tun-
nel to supplement a vortex theory of flow in an annular cascade be-
ing developed by Dr. V. R. Hawthorne.
This project, therefore, w&e undertaken in October 194-8






I Design and construction of the low speed
annular cascade txinnel.
II Design and construction of the annular cascade of
airfoils.
Ill Experimental investigation of the flow field about
the annul&r cafec&de and correlation of test results
with the theoretical development.
It was originally envisioned that only Phaose I and II
could be expected to have reached completion by May 19A9 ^nd this
has been borne out by the results x.o date. Deeign of the tunnel was
initiated in October 19ifS. Construction of the tunnel by the Naval
Shipyard, Charleetown, M&ssachusetta, waB begun in late December 1948.
Design and construction proceeded eimultaneously, and the tunnel and
the traversing aechanism (minus the probes) were completed during the
second week of April 19^9. The clew type yaw-meter probes were re-
ceived from the Airflo Instrument Company, Glastonbury, Connecticut,
in April 194.9> and the remaining instrumentation ia currently in
progress.
Design of the annular cat^cade of airfoils v&t begim in
November 19-48 and completed in March 1949 • Construction of this cas-
cade by the General Electric Compare, Lynn, Massachueetts, is pending.
It is anticipated that future experimental results obtained
in the tunnel will be directly applicable to the design of inlet guide
vanefc for axial compressors and will be suitable for comparison and
correlation with predictions of the three dimensional theory presented
in this thesis (Appendix A).
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A - croes-eection&l area
a «> distance, »e&Bured along chord line, from leading edge of
airfoil to point of maxinnini camber
a_ - dCL/doc
C - Telocity
C_ - drag coefficient
Cjv - profile drag coefficient
G, - lift coefficient
c - chord of airfoil
c - presBure lose coefficient through screen -
,^ ^\2
D - drag force
V - screen area
F_ - projected wire area of screen
r
f - coefficient of friction
h - enthalpy per unit mase of ga»
L -» length (referring to cascade tunnel)
- lift force
1 - length (referring to cascade blade)
9 - number of blades in cascade
p • static pressure
p - stagnation pressure
Q ^ volume rate of flow
- velocity head ( r>? /2)
- heat transfer per unit mass of ga9
WPffifra
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fr - radi\i«
8 « gap betwoen blades
- entropy per unit mass of gas
T - torque fores
V - velocity
V - specific volias
V •* mass rate of flow
X - axial force
s - exponent denoting variation with radius of circulation around a
cascade blade
ck - air angle aeasuredfroHi radial plane along axis of tunnel (Fig. 2)
c<L
- angle of attack of airfoil at lero lift
P - circulation
d - deflection angle (Fig, 2)
Q -> angular distance measured from &ome fixed radial line
p - density
O^ " stagger angle
f - blockage ratio, F^./
Subscript SI
o ~ denotes stagnation condition
1, 2« etc. ~ st&tions along tunnel as per Fig. 1
1, 2 - stations forward and aft cascade respectively
h - at hub
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i - at tip
u •«> tangential component
X •> axial cc»&ponent
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I THE LOV SPEED Al^MJLAR GAf.CADE TUIJNEL
DeEcription
Overall Length (with 9 screens) ..... .... 157 inches
Center Line Height (above deck) 38 inches
Maximuia Inside Di&meter 274 inches
Test Section Inside Diameter. I57 inches
Capacity 8500 cfm
Velocity at Test Sectionj
(with 97" diameter core) 159 ft/sec
4
(with Ij- diameter core),. 138 ft/eec
The general outline and basic dimensions' of the tunnel
&re shown in Figure 1. A viev of the completed tunnel is shown in
Figure 8.
The t\annel is powered by a Buffalo Forge Compftny A8MV5 CCW
Axial Flow Fan, rated to deliver 3000 cu. ft/min at three inchee of
v&ter fctatic pressure &t 1750 rpm. The fan is followed by a straight
diffuser section 4-6 inches in length, enclosing a tapered conical
fairing mounted on the rear of the fsn motor. An angle of Sj degrees
ie included between the cone and the straight side of the diffueer.
Seven eixteen-mesh screeniB spaced at two inch intervals
are pl&ced behind the diffuEer section. An £.cc6ler?:.ling tection
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in a length of 2^ Inches
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Two Eddltion&l eixteen-megh screens are placed immedi-
fctely behind the &.cceleriiting eection. /ll screens are individTjal
units «,nd are located between flangee of the diact bo that the niso*
ber of screens may he increased or decree. sed ac desired.
An appro&ch section eighteen inches in length completer
the installation iipstre£.ra of the tegit section.
Each duct eection is supported in it& own wooden cradle.
The individual duct sections are bolted together to fora the com-
plete tunnel aBsembly.
The test section is a etreight section I94 inches in
length mounting the traverting mechsnism and probes, and contain-
ing the cascade, a center core and nose section, &nd the mechanism
for rotating the cascade. Front and rear views of the test sec-
tion assembly are shown in Figures 9 e^nd 10, The caecsde presently
mounted in the tunnel is the inlet guide vane aesembly ($4^ airfoils)
taken from an aircraft engine.
The traversing mechanism is designed to permit a radial
traverse of the cascade, aeasuring total pressure and flow angles.
Traversing in the tangential direction is eccomolished by rotating
the cascade. The traversing mechanism is illustrated in detail in
Figure 11.
The remaining instruaentation presently contemplated for
mi y;xS barfa IIjcwoo* •! noUo
measuring total and static preeeure upstream of the cescede is
outlined in Figure 1,
SlscuBSion of Design Details
The decision to siake use of a low speed tunnel wae dic->
tated by three considerations! (1) It was desirable to avoid com-
pressibility effects dining tests for correlation with theoretical
predictions, (2) Several other projects were scheduled to be
operated in the M.I.T. Gae Turbine Laboratory high speed duct at ap-
proximately the expected time of completion of the annular cascade
tunnel, (3) A Navy eurplue fan of suitable capacity for the low
speed tunnel was available in the Gas Turbine Laboratory,
A preliminary test run of this fan proved satisfactory
and it was made the cornerstone of the project*
After several fruitless efforts had been Made to obtein
a suitable cascade of airfoils for test, and in order to determine
the necesssry duct dimensions for design purposes, it was tenta-
tively decided to design a set of blades. The General Electric
Company, Lynn, Massachusetts, was approached, and offered to man-
ufacture the proposed set of blades and permit their use by the Gas
Turbine Laboratory on a loan basis*
Simultaneously, a separate effort resulted in the salvag-
ing of an inlet g\iide vane assembly from an aircreft engine. The tun-
nel was designed, therefore, to accomodate the basic dimensions of this
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RBsembly (Caecade A) , &nd the deglgn of the blades to be mfinufactured
(Casc&de B) wtfc continued in conrormance with the tunnel dimenglone.
Since Cascade A wes constructed with a l/8 inch outer shroud,
it was considered desirable to keep this shroud out of the airflow in
order to avoid excessive local turbulence at the outer di8iBet=;r. A
recess wae provided at the forward end of the test section outer casing
to accept the shroud. This fijv^ed the inside dieaeter of the outer
casing at 15/ inches. Cascade B was designed without a shroud and
4
its greater chord length precluded any fit into the recessed sectiont
Consequently, Cascade B was designed to e nominal overall diejneter of
15*- inches. When this cascade is to be used in the tunnel, the re-
4
cessed section must be filled by using a l/8 inch annular ring, 16
inchee overall diameter and l-4/lO inches long, or by filling the
cavity with modelling clay.
In addition, Cascade A has a hub-tip ratio of .586 while
the hub-tip ratio of Cascade B^ is ,500. The 9i inch diaaeter tunnel
core was built for use with Cascade A, Therefore, a 7-7/8 inch
diemeter core must be provided to replace the 9t inch ditawi&er core
when Cascade B is to be installed in the tunnel.
It v: s planned to avoid th?; use of a clumsy settling chamber
in the tunnel design. The straight sided diffuser section and cone
fairing greatly simplified the design and peimitted a neat installa-
tion. The use of a straightening tube honeycomb at the rear of the
diffuser section was planned, if tunnel calibration tests indicated
iWiw o mt cs£/ni^n >)
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iindselrable rotstional flow st the test section, A preliminary
t^oft survey, hovevor, hat indicated an axi&l flow pattern vith negli-
ble rotation, hence the use of a straightening honeycomb appears un-
neceesery.
In order to make traversee behind the cagcade of airfoils
in both radial and tangential directions, the traversing mechanism
auet either travel tan^entially around the casing or the caccade
must be capable of rotation. The latter solution gave promise of
ease of operation and simplicity of construction. The ides of em-
ploying a central shaft supported on two bearings manually centered
by the use of six bolte tapped through the caeing to form two spider
supports was first fcuggested by Mr. Lustwerk, and vas adopted after
further study. The rotation of the cascade is obtained by the use
of a pair of bevel geare operated hy a turning bar projecting through
one side of the outer casing and fitted with a friction brake. This
has the advantage of offering a relatively small additional resietf.nce
to the airflow in the test section and keeping the exit clear in the
event that it might later be decided to add a diffusing section. A
two to one gear tooth ratio permits positioning the cascade tangen-
tially within l/2 degree or less.
The traversing mechanisia is mounted on a pad on the top of
the test section outer casing and Is secured in place by six set
screws. The yswrnet'^r is of the claw type and is rotated by a worm
and gear and moved radially by a calibrated threaded bolt. The
af^'T .-''^f ^'f.^ '''! -^ '? :
Mii III : t£LM aclvj ^4- 6)ild- ai ii^ o^
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traversing mechanism may be located axially In any maaber of po»l-
tione, limited only by the nisaber of holss drilled through the
moimting pad to allow the probes into the tunnel behind the cae-
cado*
No provisions are presently provided for removing boundtiry
liters, Thie poses a fairly difficult problem, since ennuler man-
ifolds must be provided for both Inner and outer aurfacee of the an-
nulus. The location of the test ca&cade juet aft of a flange, how-
ever, should permit the installation of euch raanifolde if they ap-
pear desirable*
Ho provision ie available for obtaining photographic data,
A csl-ciilation of the forces expected to be exerted on the
caecade by the airflow was made in Phase II for Cascade B^, The re-
suite, an axial force of 4*9 pounds and a torque of 126 inch-pounds,
were used to detenaino component dimen£ionc required for structural
rigidity of the teat section ass<aaibly. Generally comp&ri-.ble forces
may be expected from Cascade X*
Pressure Losses in Tunnel
The design operstdng point of the fan wss determined from
the fan performance curves and the following calculation of prebsure
losses throt^h the tunneli
^I ed x^a V ?''i *
• e»r> oO
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¥&11 friction loss t ^ *" ^ ^ D£rcy-Velsb&ch Equation Itif, (5)
^^=2 q w (1 - if)^
whsre ie the blockage retlo Ref • (6)
Coret spider dr£.g loeeeE t
Ap
^ = C„ 7^^ Kef. (8)
"i ^ *<iuct
where A. le croes section or projected
Doay *^ "
frontal area
A?^ cZIP ^p 1




AeeuRiiBg incompressible flow, (^ = TTT * ^'^«r® V » C ft/eec
Station -.
(See Fig.l) 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8
A, Bq. in, "^ 430 533 5S3 195 195 130 130 130 taO
.738 .738 2.30 2.20 3.31 3.31 3.31
: c c c c c c
^ ^1 *i *i *i ^ ^1
c oc^^^^ ^ ^ «o
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A&Buid.ng etftndard see level conditions,
jO = ,002378 elugs per cubic foot
Average Reynolds Ihaaber « 500,000, '. f = ,015 > Ref, (5)







[27.25 7j •.015 \t^^ -^ ^h .111
M X l£ - 2 X 16 X .010 ^
r F ~ 1.000 '^
(>32)^
C * /T 's-\2 = ^221w (1 - ,i^)
12
» .015 (U/27.25) + (7) .221 = 1.552
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SUtlon 6 - 7
S Sp '^^ *''^ ^ (1/c)
Hetia&ted Averag© L)r64^ Coefflcle^nt (C&fec4-ie B)
Cj5 « .02 + .02 (1.00/3.9^) ^ .06 (.7)^ (1.70/3.94)
Average 0^ ~ 15 degreei (Cases. it? B)












*rods'" ^ <3.25 X .50) = 9.75
Shaft = 3.25 X .75 =^^
_12.19 eq.m.
C^ « .30 Hef . (8)
'h
^•'^^ fli!75*9a25] > .30 (12-19/130)














Ap SE 5.873 ^ X ~77 X 2.307 x 12, inches of water
o 2 ^44
Q = -r^ C X 60 cubic feet per minute
Ap^ « .00134 ci^^
Q « 179 Cxx
Eliminating C^ , with Q in cubic feet per minute,








The design point of the fan is found to be the intersection
of the curve of preeeure drop and the fan characteristic curve, Fig-
ure (5)» An airflow capacity of 8500 cubic feet per minute is in-
dicfited, resulting in &n a:^ial velocity at the test gection of 159
feet per second (Csec&de A) or 136 feet i;er second (C&ecade h) *
Degii^n Drawing;
s
A complete folder of blueprints for the tunnel end c&scades
is included in copies No. (1) and No. (2) of the thesis, A complete
list of the drawing n\Biberg is included here. Copies of all drawings














































End Plate - « »
Qua orient - « »
Base Plete - " «
Carriage -. « »
Worm Gear and Cbllar- * •


















Treiverfing Screw and Vorm Ehiift-Traverfing Mechanlem
Y&waeter
Inlet Guide Vane-Blfcde Sections (Cascade B)
Spacer
NoE6 Piece-Inner Casing
Test Assembly-Inlet Giiide Vanec (Cascade B)
Diffusor Con©
Inlet Guide V&ne Assembly (Caccsde A)
Inlet. Guide Van© (Cascade A)




II THE ANNULAR CASCAI'E OF AIRFOILS
Tvo Dimensional Theory of Flov
Consider en annular element in the flov field, of unit
axial length. Flow is aesisaed eymmetrical about the axis.
P^'^P
6©
M&6£ Flow se iOC Or
Suianiation of Forces in Radi&l Direction
(p ^<5p) (r +<Sr)(Jd = prW+ (p + *|) hv SB
-^
p C^^iB ir
]^T SB •¥ p 6r ^^+ r 8p ^B^ Sv Sr6B ^ pr SB ^ p Sr ^B ^ ^^ St SB















If a cascade of airfoils is placed in the annuluB, end
adiabatic steady airflov traverses the caec&de, the tot^l energy re-
aains constant
dq^dh-fd-^aO
dh == - d ^ ^ ^
For aesiMed isentropic flow
Tds=5dh-Tdp =
/• d (G^ 4. C^^) +^ dr =
r dr2
-= + ^ C5 + ^ Cu
^ ci + iz :^ (rC,/ =dr U'








It is further sie6\jmed thet for the flov throtagh the annulfer
ceecade, & point (1) Is taken f^r W|3«tre»» and a point (2) is taken
far dovnstrefitt, euch that
1, C, » C ~ constant at ell rtdii
2. The product of the radiufc and the t&ngonti*! velocity







Then 1« r'^ sr - ^ ^ -4- 2*
dr X r^ p2z-2 dr
2«-.3
Letting — = R
^ « 2 ^ t»^*~3 « 2






Integrating between r and t.
c
^
^ c 2 = - -^ c
^ (l - r2»-2
)
C =
^2 H'^^ '4^ (i-H^-^)]
The continuity equation for nass flow throijgh the c&ec&de,
Aseiaiing incompressible flow, is
^t Jt
J'
C 2rrr dr « IC 2Trr dr
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forc^» on an Airfoil In Citfteade
At ®D^ ^iveo i^'ilus, r, e. control ©urfaco abed* i«» <;lr&wii
around an airfoil of th« ea$c&de« Flow is liesaaie^ isentropie and iacoa-
precsible* If r&dL?.I flow le also &0S\&&<»d nogligibl*
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For inlet gtiide rr^nee, entering flov ie axial and C^, «
/. Cj^ « 2 e/c C.^^
5R^;
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How » - r5 . where «=
^(H^^ber of tanee)
Cascfeae A
Cascade A ie the inlet guide vane ageoably from an aircraft
engine. It consists of 54. airfoile welded between an inner and an
outer shroud, and was originally split on a diameter into two assemblies.
In order to mount the cascade in the tunnel the two halve© were brazed
together to form a single assembly. This assembly was fitted on a
wooden disk and held in axial position on the central sh«ift in the
tunnel by means of bolts through the wooden disk. The assembly is best
shown on Drawing Hos, N-5254. and N-.i^4.,
The blade profile and planform are shown in Figure (3).
Design velocity triangles at hub and tip and variation of turning angle
with radius are also shown on Figure (3),
The radius at the blade root is 4*625 inches and the tip



















• • a « 1,8
It is interesting to note here that for free vortex flow,
» » 0| for "solid body" rotational flow, z = 2J and Caecade B is
designed with z ^ 3»
Cascade B
Cascade B was designed ufiing the three dimensional theory
of Appendix A. It consists of 36 airfoils retained in a centr&l
disk. The tip radius is 7.875 inches and the hub radius ie 3,938
inches, giving a hub-tip ration, R = .5 •
o
A cubic variation of circulation with blede radiue ie
obtained by setting z = 3« in order to provide a severe test of
theory. The turning angle at the tip was arbitrarily set at 45
degrees as repreeenting the maximum th^t could be obtained with the
ayaileble value of solidity and with a Eoderaie lift coefficient*
The nisaber of blades was selected as a compromise to give
a good approximation to the infinite rcqijdreaisnt of the three diiaen-
sional theory vithout excessive manufacturing cost. The blades were
tapered line^^rly from tip to hub to obtain suitable velues of lift
coefficient.
















^2t « 4.5® at r. = 7.875 inches
R^=.5
» = 36
R c e s/c
1.0 2.000 1.373 .685
.9 1.875 1.236 .660
.8 1.750 1.100 .630
.7 1.625 .962 .591
.6 1.500 .825 .550
.5 1.375 • .687 .500







3(l^tan^ Af) ^1 ^,^-1
3 tan^ 4-5^



















S = -'^S t*2<^-^^J





But, from Appendix A, it is reoelled that the blade Derfomss
aft if it were in a flow field, C .
Therefore
tanoC, = S







V 2 2 2
Cu, '^2 m « OC o( 2 dedgp
1.0 .7acx^ .7ac3,^ •9470x1 23.0° 45.0° 40.4° 1.07
.9 .600 .911 1.001 17.4 33.4 32.2 .79
.3 .irru 1.018 25.0 25.2 .57
.7 .363 1.082 1.055 9.9 18.6 19.2 .a
.6 .267 1.124 13.4 14.1 .27
.5 .185 1.150 1.080 4.9 9.15 • 9.75 .17
Four gectione are detenclned, at R = 1.0, .9, .7, and .S.
The basic section for the blade i£ t&ken from jreference (3), increased
oe
[(^f^ - L)^ > x]
)c.
v.^
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in thlcknecB from 6% to lOjK for manufficturing purposes. This section
is designated 64-(B)-10. It is an experimentally derived section and
gives the required turning angle at R = 1.0 with peak-free pressure
distribution. In order to actdeve a smoothly fsired blade, the re-
maining sections are obtained from the basic section by an empirical
construction b&eed on the tangent to the mean camber line at the
trailing edge. The distribution of c&mber and thickness along the
chord are held constant while the ceiaber is reduced to give the de-
sired turning angle. The thickness ration of ten percent r«nains
constant.
Coiaparison is made to other references to validate the
choice of section, as follows:
C- (isolfited a Slope of C^ /Angle Angle of \
airfoil) vs. Angle of x / of - Attack, 1
Attack Curve I Attack Zero Lift/
|-(c.^-<r)-«,J(1) G. « a^ ((c^«,-(r) -o(^ ^ Ref. (7)
^(iBdated °
airfoil)
where (X^ is determined by construction Ref. (8)
^o
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All con8tr\iction6 were made to a scale of ten to one to
insure reESon&ble accuracy, Some slight compromiees were necegeary
during the layout to obtain smooth contours between blade sections.
In addition, the thickness of the trailing edge was increased to
•015 inches for manufscturing purposes.
A comperison of the lift coefficients and outflow angles
of the derived sections, as detemdned from the above sources are
compared with the design values in the following tables
Q& mio Oif
jl 3n±rttf^3j.lufl,&*i ic to.
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R 1,0 .9 .7 .5 Remarks
Camber 12.1(1) a.9 (2) 7.2 (2) 4.8 (2)
^^^Ref. (3)
^^'Empirlcal
Constr.<r -27.0^(1) -22.4''(2) -13.2''(2) -^•'' (2)
<^^-<r ^.° 5.° 3.3° .0.9''
$ 68, 0<^ 55.50 U.30 33.80 Constr.
^;
21,00 18.00 18.80 20.80 Conetr.
4 -./,?. 00 -37.50 -24.50 -13.0 Constr.
^Lo -13.i^° •9,90 -6.5*^ - Constr, Ref




i* airfoil 1.83(3) 1.56 (3j •^^(3) •^(4)
Cj^ cascade 1.0.^ .78 .42 .127 Eqn. (2)
C^ design 1,07 .79 .a .17 Page 30
<5 6.8^(1) 5.3^ 4.3° 3.25°
Empirical
Constr.
6 8.30 6.60 5.00 3.50 Eqn. (3)
6 8,70 7.00 5.40 3.30 Ref. (14)
0C2
-40.20(1) -32.20 -20.20 -9.750 EmpiricalCohstr,
<^2 -38.7° -30,90 -20.50 -9.500 Ref. (9)
OL2 -.3S.30 -30.50 -20.10 -9.700 Ref. (U)
^2 de&ign -.40.40 -32.20 -19.20 -9.750 Page 30
r
Ordin&tes of the mean camber line of the four section©, meiifiured
from the chord line, are tabulated in Table I, Ordinates of the four
section profiles, also measured from the chord line, were determined
from layouts and are tsbul&ted in Table II.
A calculation of the forces acting on this cascade was aad^^
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shafts, bevel gears, and friction brake. Since an exact figure ^irae
not required, the aseumption was fflade that Cjt * Gj^ in order to
aimplify the circulation, particularly in the ease of detenaining
the axial force, X«
Axial yprce X
From Page
6x =»6w (Cxg - Cj, ) ^ (p^ - Pj^) 6 6r
Applying the above assumption,
6X « (P02 - Po^) - /^ (C2 - C^) «» <^r
2
dX =
-ye Cu^ s dr
2








s^^g « 1.031/12 feet
I « -.715 X 10-6 c-
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X « -.136 pounds/blade
X 4Tot&l) = - 4,9 poimdo
Torque Force , I
-6t »6w (c„ - c^)
-dT = ^ yO Cx^ e r^ C^^ dR
^1.0
T « 29 X 10"*^ C,^
T » ,552 poimds/bl&de
TorqueAlade = ,552 x ,8 k 7.875
Torque/blade = 3»5 inch-po-imde
Torque (Total) « 126 inc^-pound©
*,8 r. taken as center of forces since turning angle is increes-


























It h&fc been previously notsd that the design and construc-
tion aspects of the current project vere not completed until mid-
April 1949* After installation and adjustment the equlDment was
ready for calibration early in May and a teaapor&ry manometer setup
was improvised in order to obtain some preliminary data. Test runs
were mad© during the second week in May and approximately three
hundred and fifty test points were t&ken and recorded. It should be
eaiphaBi5:ed, however, that these data should be regarded a& tunnel
calibration data rather than as accurate information applied to ths
perforaiance of the c&scade.
Results of the tunnel survey, with the cascade removed
are presented in Figure 6. These tests indicate a good velocity
profile at the test section of the tunnel, Boundar;)' layer thick-
nesses are of the order of 1/2 inch at the outer wall, &.nd 3/3 inch
at the inner core. Since inlet guide vanes to an aircraft engine
must be designed to operate in a duct where a similar biiild-i;^ of
boundary layer must be expected, this is not presently considered ob-
jectionable. The magnitude of the absolute velocity at the test sec-
tion appears considerably lower than the calculi; ted value, when using
& manometer vented to ambient static pressure. The true tunnel veloc-
ity cannot be determined until provisions are available for obtaining
the static pressure in the test section.
a-jw &v
bdVotL







Mfcxlmiffli rotation of the flow was 2j degreee, near the
outer diameter. Since a satisfactory method for seroing the yew-
meter in the true aaial direction has not yet been developed, the
zero setting, was established by line of sight. Since there ie no
reason for the airflow to rotate in opposite directions at inner
and outer radius, as laight appear from Figure 6, it is assumed that
the flow at the inner r&dius is axial, and a one degree correction ie
added to all subsequent yawmeter reacdngs. This appears to be of the
correct order of magnitude for the accuracy to be expected from the
sighting method used for zeroing the yawmeter.
With Cascade A. placed in the tunnel, radial traverses were
made at .100 inch intearvals over an arc of 12 degrees. Tangential
traverses were made at one degree intervsls over an arc of IL degrees,
at .500 inch radial intervals. Representative flow characteristics
are presented in Figure 7.
The results are generally excellent judged on the basis of
reproducibility e..nd cyclic repetition. A comparison of these prelim-
inary data with the design values for Cascade k, is made in Figure 3>
but no conclusions are drawn from these early findings.
It is apparent that some separation is occurring from the
upper surface of the airfoil, thus reducing the outflow angle in this
region. Total pressure lessee are relatively low in this region. As
the wake region behind the trailing edge is traversed from upper sur-
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by a loss in tot-1 prersure, indicating s considerable boiaidiiry
layer on the lower surface of the eirfoil. Between these regions,
acroes an crc of 2-3 degrees (airfoils are spaced 6«67 ), the out-
flow ttio^le is relatively constant, fcnd preeeure losses are low.
The outflow angle in this central region is tsicen e.8 the average
outflow angle for the comparieoa oa Figure 3*
Within the boundary layer at both the inner and the outer
txinnel walle^^ the outflow angle increases sharply. It seems probable
that secondary flow circulation from the lower surface of one eir-
foil to the upper surface of the adjacent airfoil may cause the con-
siderable increase in turning angle in these region* of low velocity.
Much additional data must be obtained on Cascade A and
Cascade B, when it is built, before any valid conclusions may be
drawn concerning the correlation of the experimentRl regulte with
the theory outlined in Appendix A.
Sujgf^egtions for Further Vork
As a result of the preliminaiy test rune, the following
suggestions ere offered to improve the perfonoance of the tunnel
and enhance the value of future experimental investigations
i
1, Complete instriimentetion.
2, Detenaine true ay.ie of timnel ana scribe ineide of
test section outer caeing in order to properly zero y&wmeter in
axial direction,
3, Provide a vernier on indicating quadrant of cascade




4.. Reduce friction in cascade rotating mechanism and
eliminate backlash in eyBt&ai when rotating cascade to left (viewed
from rear) , No significant backlash exists when cascade is rotated
to right,
5. Reduce roughness and fitting irregularities in the
vicinity of the caecad©.
6. Remove or reduce boundary layer by uee of annular laaa-
ifolds, or possibly by shortening the approach section preceding the
test section.
7. Seal plywood spacers separating screens to prevent
air leakage from the tunnel.
8. Possibly add a low resistance straightening honeycomb
in an attempt to eliminate the slight flow rot£.tion.
n9iii
APPENDIX A
VORTH'I TH£.ORY OF ANISULAH CASCADES*
The vortex theory of airfoils and propellere may be
applied to the flow throiigh an annular cascade (Ref. 15). AseiEiing
incompresBible flow, in the case of a ring of blades designed to
give free vortex flow downetream the bladec may be replaced by vor-
tices bound to the respective locatione of the blades. Each blade
may be represented by a single vortex line whose circulation, f*
,
is independent of radius and whose axis is a streight line which
intersects the axle of the annulus. Fig. lA. A \miform axial vel-
ocity, C , is superimposed on the velocities produced by the bound
vortices, A path ABCDA enclosing one blade and following similar
Btreamlines in adjacent blade passagee will heve a circulation
2iTrC/Z where Z ie the number of blades. Since the circulation, H
,
is constant, rC ie constant and the dovnetream flow, being addition-
ally one with constant entropy and stagnation enthalpy, must be free
vortex.
The reprecentation above does not give a complete picture
of the flow. The influence of euch boimd vortex lines downstream
at infinity is negligible, but the circulation along a path, BCB,
enclosing the hub or cylinder which forme the inner wall of the
This devalopment by Dr. W. R. Hawthorne, George Westinghouse Pro-
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aannulus ecjiialvs ZTfrC = 2P • Therefore in representing the condi-
tions at infinity it is necesB&i^ to turn the Yortt^x lines replac-
ing the blade© tbroiagh & right angle and let them trail off down-
stream enclofced vithin the inner vail of the annulTie* If the
trailing irorticee pess downstream along the axle of the annulus and
the bound vorticese pass radially to infinity then the boundary con-
dition of no radial velocity ie gstiafied at the inner and outer
walls up and downstream at infinity end in the plan© of the bound
vortices representing the blades. For a finite number of blades
the condition of aero radial velocity at the walls is not satisfied
elsewhere and it does not appear possible to obtain a simple vortex
representation of the flow for a finite number of blades. For an
infinite or large number of blades the vortex representation of
Fig. 2A along with a superimposed aijdal velocity gives stream stir-
faces which are concentric cylinders everywhere and satisfies the
conditions of flow. This laethod of representing the flow for a
cascade designed to give free vortex flow downstream may be extended
to other types provided the nmber of blades is large*
Considering the case where the circulation varies along
the blade span, a vortex sheet of strength dP/dr per unit radial
length trails downstrearo. off the blade. To satisfy the boiindary
conditions at the walls each fiisiaent of the?e trailing vortax sheets
requires multiple reflection in the walls. A nisaber of equivs-lent
diagrams saay be drawn of which Fig. 3A is an example. la this figtire
XJ^
baS »iSW:iLl& fed.? lo silJt.rj g,H^ ^ga(,
ao:)^!^! 'to










the circulation &round eaah blade incre&eas froa a value P
h
at the hub (inner veH)* Each blade and its trailing vorticeg
are represented by a bound vortex of circulation P extending
from the axis radially to infinity, and a system of appropriate
horseshoe vortices, each horseshoe vortex being of strength dP/dr
per unit radial length and combining with the bound vortex in the
svnse required to give the desired circulation. At the axis the
ground vortex trails off downstreeia as above in order to reproduce
the boundary conditions at the inner wall. In this exaaple each of
the existing trailing vortices is part of the horseshoe formed by
reflecting it in the outer wall. This system is reflected in the
inner wall, giving a systwa which in turn is reflected in the outer
wall and so for an infinite nuaber of reflections. The reflection
in each wall is performed so that the product of the radius of the
vortex and the radius of its reflection is the square of the radius
of the wall in which it is reflected.
The trailing vortices lie along stresia lines and there-
fore wind downstream along the annulus in approximately helical
paths. With a superimposed axial velocity equal to the axial
velocity upstream at infinity this system will represent the flow
through an annialar cascade consisting of a large number of blades.
The circulation on a^y streajEi surface downstream at infinity is equal
to the circulation ZT at the radius at which this stream surface
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for proving this. Along the path ABCDA in which AB and CD are
adjacent stream siirfaces and the flow throiagh the circle ADA
eqiiels that through BCB the circulation enclosed is ZF* Thie aay
be deaonetrated by developing the surface ABCD and noting* that it
encloses all the blades, Hov: if AB and CD are made practically
identical stream lines the contribution to the circulation from
AB cancels that from CD. There is no contribution from AD if this
is located far upstream, hence the circulation enclosed by BC is
equal to ZT. The picture of the flow in Fig. 3A clearly satisfies
thig since contributions from complete horseshoe vorticee enclosed
by BC cancel out and the circulation equals that of the axial trail-
ing vortices and those horseshoe trailing vortices of which only one
trailing portion is within the circidt BC«
Only one blade and its associated trailing vortices is
shown in Fig. 3A. The boundary conditions at the annuluF walls,
however, are satisfied everywhere only by an infinite nunber of
blades with this representation. For this case the flow is axially
•yaaetric and the trailing vorticity is distributed throughout the
flow field. The vortex lines following the stream lines may be re-
garded as distributed uniformly over stream surfaces coaxial with
the anniilus. Due to the effect of velocities induced by one vortex
surface on the other such stream surfaces are not generally cylin-
drical except at large disti^nces from the blades. The approximetely
helical vortices in each stream surface may be resolved into components
^A
(Hoit fToi 1- '•(;!>••, ocJ" fTc.' ;:co v:--' ' -- f.fr,-."-,?
(3.t D& va o^&olom ;^ -t*il I>;>i«ooI 81
:^1 ^oold-fOT :^niXi.'vi^ ;''oct.^J:oo=^5o
^^J-Tov ©HO -d U>3i/Liri .sj^-iJlyoif / Iv* v^^^ it* *4i^ o^ >
uIn the taxigential direction and components following the stream
surface in an almost axial direction. Hence, the trailing vor-
tices may he considered as a eyBtem of ring (or emoke ring) vor-
tices and a system of vortices following the generating lines of
the stream surface.
The radial velocities are largely induced by the ring
vortices, the contributions from the vortices following the gea-
er&ting lines being snail due to their small components in the
radial direction. At a large distance downstream from the blades
the stream surfaces beccMne concentric cylinders, the generating line
vortices induce no radial velocities, and the radial velocities
induced by an infinite set of ring vortices similar to those of Fig,
5A is zero.
If it is assumed that the radial velocities are so aaall
that the trailing vortices lie on concentric cylindrical surfaces^
the velocities induced in the plane of the blades may be COTipared
with those induced downstream at infinity in the following manner
(Reference 11), The €ixlal components of the trailing vortices. Fig,
6A, being uniformly distributed over the surface of a cylinder induce
only tangential velocity components and no radial or axial components.
Since the bound vortices induce no velocities either in their plane
or at infinity, the induced velocity at the plane of the blades due






ortex system at an Infinite distance downstream. If C,, and d
are the tangential velocitiee at infinite distance upstream and
downstream of the blades respectively, the induced tangential
velocity due to the axial components of the vortices trailing from
the blades is (C^ - Cu_)« The induced velocity due to these com-
ponentw at the blades is (Cu - Cn)/^ «Jid the tangential velocity
in the plane of the blades Vill be C^. + (C^^ - CTi,)/2 a (C^g '*' Cui)/^.
The radial velocities induced by the trailing ring vortices
cancel out downstream at infinity. The velocities induced by two
ring vortices equidistant from a plane perpendicular to the axis of
the annulus is shown in Fig. 5A. These ht.ve equal circulations and
hence by symmetry induce no radial ccsaponent of velocity. At an in-
finite dist«ince downstream the ring vortex system is composed of an
infinite number of such pairs of vortex rings, and thus no radial
velocities are induced. Each pair of vortices, however, induces an
axial velocity which is just twice that induced by a single ring*
At the plane of the blades the ring vortex system is made up of an
infinite number of rings formed by only the downstreaci moaber of each
pair, Fig, 5A. The axial velocity induced et the plane of the blades
by the system of ring vortices in that case will be just half that
induced at an infinite distance downstream. If C^ and C» are
the axial velocities at infinite distances upstream and downstream
of the blades respectively, the axial velocity induced by the ring
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in the plane of the blades is (C^^ - C- )/2. The axial velocity
2 1
at the blades is, therefore, Cj^ * (C^ - C,-)/2 « (C_ "- Cx.)/2.
d^)^
d «rf^ fq JSiS nt
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FiG 1 f\ . Vortex
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Represent/^tion or Cascade
TO GIVE Free Vortex Flow.
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Ordln&1>«£ of Mean Camber Lln»
Bl&d» geotioQg " Caftc?^de 1.
1.0 .9 .7 «f
27.^ 2P.U^ 13.20 i.^
e in* k,0QO 1.875 1.625 1,375
Sta.
% c.
Ordln^^tes of Meaii, Cesber Lifi«
1,25 1.38 1.01 .81 .55
2.50 ?.59 1.90 1.53 1.04
5*00 4.56 3.36 2.69 1.82
7*50 6.0;:: 4.43 3.55 2.40
XO. 7.16 5.27 4,24 2,S6
15. 8.a? 6.50 3.S4 3.53
20. 9.9B 7.34 5.90 3.98
25, 10.90 8.02 6.45 4.36
30. 11.55 8.50 6.77 ^,62
35. 11.95 8.so 7.06 4,79
40. 12.10 3.90 7.15 4.S4
A5* 12.06 8.87 7.12 4.32
50. 11,88 B.72 7.01 4.75
55. ll.iU' 8.41 6.75 ^.57
60. 10.75 7.90 6.35 4.30
65. 9.83 7.;?4 5. SI 3.94
7C. 6,71 6.45 5.14 3.4a
75. 7.57 5.57 4.48 3.03
ao. 6.37 4.68 3,76 2.54
S5. 5.01 3.69 2.96 2.01
90. 3.49 ^.57 2,06 1.40
95. i.ao 1.32 1.06 ,72
100.









Sta. 1 .0 .9 «7 • 5
% c. Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower
.037 .000 !o25 .000 .019 .000 .017 -.000
1.25 .079 -.004 .051 -.006 .044 -.008 .032 -.010
2.50 .111 •f.OlO .074 >.002 .064 -.007 .047 -.011
«?.oo .156 .032 .112 .016 .094 -.003 .066 -.010
10. .224 .069 .165 .036 .132 -.006 .091 -.009
20, .295 .111 .222 .058 .173 .022 .119 -.006
30. .333 .135 .251 .070 .193 .032 .132 -.004
40. .343 .145 .260 .078 .198 .038 .134 -.001
50. .328 .144 .249 .081 .188 .041 .128 + .001
60. .292 .136 .221 .078 .166 .040 .112 .003
70. .237 .117 ,130 .068 .136 .037 .092 .004
80. .168 .086 .129 .049 .098 .026 .066 .002
90. .090 .043 .070 .024 .054 ,011 .039 -.002
95. .049 .019 .040 .008 .032 .002 .024 -.005
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